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of the use of world resources for the great aim of world
peace and common welfare Little more can be done in these
few pages than to sketch the basis of Chinese life and work
and to describe in the most inadequate way the physical
framework m \vhich that life and work must go on
2   The Build of the Country
The contrast between an island homeland and the conditions
of life in a continent is most forcibly presented by the great
land mass of China That the contrast is a very vivid one
in manv \\ays \\ill become clear as that great eastern division
of Asia is studied The chief difference which will be noticed
is in regard to human life While he gams much in culture
and industry by ha\mg to live closer to other races man
loses m such a continental homeland much of the freedom
that island life confers and he is more open to influences
for good or ill from neighbouring peoples This has already
been noticed m the case of Siam but the effects are much
plainer and more stubborn in the case of China
The massiveness of the Chinese homeland makes the
greatest impression on the mind China proper is a compact
unit and with the provinces of Mongolia Turkestan Tibet
and Manchuria it has an area of half as large again as that
of Australia and greater than that of the United States and
Alaska together Although one third the size of the British
Empire it contains more people It lies like a half opened
fan, between great mountain nbs nearly 2000 miles m
losgtli stretching from the Pamir Plateau to Manchuria
in one direction and to the Gulf of Tonking in the other
Most of the surface is very mountainous and only along
the tower valleys of the great rivers is there any considerable
area of low lynsg plain A glance at any physical map of
China wifl show how very broken is the surface away from

